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The problem is that thats not as easy to justify
when you start thinking about the cost of buying a

speaker system. If you had $25,000 burning a
hole in your pocket, youd probably be thinking

about investing in a system using speakers that
cost $30,000-$50,000, rather than spending that
much on an amp. The Element II, like the other
amp-DAC combinations weve been testing, is

classed as a stereo amp, and it sounds really good
for this. Its mostly designed for use with

equipment like these, and its comparatively easy
to adjust. The Element II has the ability to switch

between different sources, but its not just focused
on one. It can handle all styles of audio, from

acoustic instruments to drum & bass and more,
and its exceptionally well balanced. The Element II
is the first amp-DAC combination weve heard that
doesnt use any amplification outside of the DAC.
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Its also the second amp-DAC to feature digital
input and output (the second being the ETHER

XMOS XU208 based Element III). Were extremely
happy with the audio performance. The Microshelf

Audio Uno is one of the most approachable
headphone amps ever made. In fact, its one of the

easiest amps out there. It also has more spark
and focus than any of the amps on our list. Plus its

totally bare bones. Sure, there are higher-end
alternatives that play nice with high-resolution

audio files - e.g. the Sony TCM-33 , for example -
but the Uno is one of the most affordable. Its a

finally inexpensive amp with a lot going on inside.
Another thing that we couldnt help but notice -
and its one of the reasons we've included this
amp in our guide - is the utterly beautiful and

unique look of the microZOTL design. Its curved
on the sides (which gives it a sweet vintage look)

and, most importantly, the PC boards,
transformers, and even the speakers all have a

brilliant, glossy black finish. It's what we'd expect
from a top-of-the-line audio amp, and it is simply
stunning. The only downside we could find was

that the speaker terminals were smaller and more
difficult to access than we'd like (especially when

it comes to plugging in speaker wires). But, as you
can see from the pics, you can pretty much
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access it all!
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as android devices get better and better, they
keep getting more and more powerful. and that
leads to (joint?) problems when using usb audio

devices. when connected to a more powerful
device, the power and bandwidth requirements of
usb audio devices increase, so you don't want to
use usb audio devices on lower-powered devices.

this is most obvious when using usb audio
recorder pro, which has a nasty glitch: when

connected to a phone with a high-powered cpu, it
will start to glitch and cut off in-between the

actual recording until the device is restarted. this
is a lot of hassle and in the end, many devices are
simply left out of the system. this is not a problem
with audio evolution mobile. but let us be real: a

lot of usb audio devices can be used on low-
powered devices, but they usually need to be

used with a pc or a different platform. if you are
looking for a stable and reliable device for audio
recording and playback, then usb audio recorder
pro and audio evolution mobile are your devices
of choice. we provide two versions of the driver
for these devices: full ad/da this version simply
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ignores any problem of the device and lets it run
at full power. this can potentially have some
negative impact on your battery and audio

quality, but if your device is stable when using it
with a pc, then it should be fine for recording and
playback. you should disable any alarms or wake-
up events if present on the device as well, since
they often cause the device to wake up when the
pc is not actively recording. if you are looking for
a stable and reliable device for audio recording
and playback, then usb audio recorder pro and

audio evolution mobile are your devices of choice.
we provide two versions of the driver for these

devices: 5ec8ef588b
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